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Waste disposal

Committee on elimination of waste in industry.

Loss due to certain diminution of the creative power of live zoos
which is evident

1. Low productivity due to lack of proper
fertilizer. Plant improvement

2. Sick people, etc.

3. Industrial accidents, ag management,
calm, order

Many responsible 30% of

Latvia

Institutionalized in University 30% of time is

instructive work for students

Lunch of self-made lunches, 500 hand of paper
Current charge: 18 kwh liter 2.6 US cents/kwh 100, 000, 000 kwh/yr
3/4,000, relatively easy to run cleanly.
750,000 30% 24,000 bu. a year in Missouri.
500,000 cotton industry, support 20-
600,000. An industry. Shell ammunition.

Don't know costs. In my city. Out of
sumably biotest hypothesis. 38 weeks
plantation cane sugar.
What does this mean? That illusoriness of Robert L
helpful punch.

 Unused equipment. Surplus capacity. 1,730,000
pounds. Made a illicit deal.